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misery in othcis1 happiness, the cousin of envy, daughter of love, and
mother of hate, how could'st thou so quietly get thee a seat in the
unquiet heart of Gynecia ! Gynecia," said she sighing, " thought
wise and once virtuous 1 alas ! it is thy breeders power which plants
thee there : it is the flamiogagoax of affection, that works the chilling
access of thy fevei, in such sore, that nature gives place ; the growing
of my daughter seems the dcca v ol. m; seU ; the blessings of a mother
turn to the cuises of a competitoi , and the fair image of Philoclea
appeals more hoi nblc in my sight than the image of death." 1
The Idea       Strength of character as a moral force has its due place in
of destiny  Sidney's conception of life, and is a potent factor in the dctermina-
altn~ jr   tion of events.    Chance and foicune are woids that he uses only
Jluencedby	.....
character   as t"e f^nihar counteis or discourse, without giving  them any
such special significance as they had m Greek romance and later.
Moie than once he points out that v\hat appears to be accident
has its real causation in human strength or weakness. In this there
is nothing inconsistent with the sense of a divinity watching over
man's affairs, expressed in the oracle and us plenary accomplish-
ment. He takes for granted the existence of a higher power
dealing out justice and performing chastisement—a power that
may save the deserving from the consequences of their errors,
if they submit to its authority. Instead of showing resignation and
endurance, Basilius runs away from his destiny, and not only has
to put up with the mishaps that are in store for him, but is made
ridiculous into the bargain. Each man is icsponsible for his own
character. As the Apologia for Poetrie2 clearly teaches, he should
acquire the virtues of courage, patience, fortitude, and the rest;
then, whatever happens, he will be able to rise superior to mere
circumstance.
The Arcadia, in truth, is the ethical theory implied in the
Apologle set forth in action. " The ending end of all earthly learn-
ing being vertuous action, those skills that most serve to bring
forth that have a most just title to be princes over all the rest"
Of such skills poetry is the most princely, philosophy dealing only
1	Arcadia, Bk. II., p   253.    Wolff points  out that Sidney's  Gynecia is a
study from Melitta, in the romance of Achilles Tatius, the young widow of
Ephesus who induces Chtophon to marry her and then learns that she was
not a widow.
2	The Apologte was written about 1580 or 1581—that is, about the same
time as, or more probably a little later than, the old Ar

